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Project Title

Paddy Productivity Enhancement through Saguna Rice Technology
I. Introduction
Saguna Rice Technique (SRT) is a unique new method of cultivation of rice and related rotation
crops without ploughing, puddling and transplanting (rice) on permanent raised beds. This is a
zero till, Conservation Agriculture (CA) type of cultivation method. The permanent raised beds
used in this method facilitates ample of oxygen supply to root zone area while maintaining
optimum moisture condition there. SRT has made suitable changes in the conventional rice
cultivation to ease farmers’ laborious work and to prevent fertility loss during puddling.
The SRT tool facilitates planting of crop in predetermined distances enabling precise plant
population per unit area. Absence of puddling and transplanting of rice makes it possible for “Not
dependent on erratic behavior of rain.”

Important Principles:
 SRT insists that all roots and small portion of stem should be left in the beds for slow
rotting.
 No ploughing, puddling and hoeing is to be done to control weeds.

II. Background
Gadchiroli district occupies eastern part of Maharashtra state. It occupies an area of 14,412
sq.km. and supports 10, 72,942 of population as per 2011 censes. Administrative district is
divided in to 12 tehsils. Regional demography, temperature, rainfall, soil and drainage greatly
influence on agriculture land use pattern in this district. Temperature is relatively high in
summer. Rainfall varies between 1100 to 1400 millimeters and generally move from west to
east in entire district. The district is categorized as tribal and under-developed district and most
of the land is covered with forest and hills. Forests cover more than 75.96 % of the geographical
area of the district. This district is famous for Bamboo and Tendu leaves. Paddy is the main
agriculture produce in this district. The other Agriculture Produce in the district are Paddy,
Jowar, Tur, Mung, Maize etc. are the major crops. In Gadchiroli the farmers generally follow
traditional transplanting method of rice cultivation due to lack of awareness & improved
package of practices/new technologies of rice cultivation. Thus, adoption of improved PoP’s/
technologies is become necessity for their livelihood enhancement.

Agriculture land use/cropping pattern:
The agriculture land in Gadchiroli district covers about 65.50 % of the total geographical area
which includes 63.50 % area of the net sown area and 2.42 % area is shown more than once.
Cropping pattern of district is typical and food crops cover most of the cultivated area , which
nearly about 87.04 % of the total net sown area in 2013-14, in which Paddy is the leading crop
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followed by Jowar and other food grains that occupy a small proportion of area. Paddy is the
main crop, which is grown from June to November throughout the region. Jowar, is also grown
as a crop in some tehsils. Maize is Rabi crop cultivated in irrigated area and Kharif crop Jowar
is grown in drought prone area. Paddy has now attained a significant proportion i.e., 88.30 %.

III. Objectives
 To disseminate improved technology of rice cultivation to the local farmers.
 To create awareness about the best package of practices (PoP).
 To reduce production cost by 40%.
 To overcome soil fertility problems during land preparation operations.

IV.

Target group and Geography
Saguna Paddy Technology is an innovative initiative for paddy farmers in Gadchiroli district.
Earlier, organizations like MAVIM and ATMA had worked on this method. But the farmers
poorly responded to the initiative. Science and Technology Resource Center undertook this
project with the objective of promoting and disseminating this technology among the farmers
from a scientific point of view.
It was decided to include farmers from North Gadchiroli taluka as well as Central Gadchiroli
for uniform representation of the farmer in the project. Important criteria were set for the
selection of farmers. Each farmer was selected on the basis of following criteria.
The beneficiary’s selection criteria were determined as follows:







V.

Beneficiaries should have sufficient land area to avail the benefits of the scheme.
The location of the beneficiaries should be in a place that is easily accessible.
Resource availability to farmers e.g., sufficient land, farming equipment’s (preference will
be given to farmers with irrigation facilities etc.)
The farmer should be interested in availing the benefits of the initiative and be prepared to
work hard for the successful implementation of the project.
Beneficiaries should be willing to contribute their resources to the project as well as be
willing to work hard to provide the required manpower.
Beneficiaries should be willing to adopt new technologies and methods.

Creating Awareness through Mobile Demonstration Unit
The Science and Technology Resource Center (STRC) used Mobile Demonstration Unit
(MDU) for the promotion and dissemination of innovative technologies on the ground through
this multi-purpose vehicle. The mobile demonstration vehicle played a vital role in creating
awareness among the farmers in this project. The Mobile demonstration Unit has been piloted
in many villages since the beginning of the project. From the selection of the beneficiaries of the
project to the on-field demonstration of Saguna Rice Technique, it was played an important role.
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During this project around 500 farmers in 5 talukas were addressed by mobile demonstration unit.
Not only the demonstration of the method but also the demonstration of the paddy harvesting trials
by machine at the time of harvesting was done in about 20 different villages.

VI. Program Implementation
1) Identification of specific geography: Project geography selection is considered to be an
important part of project implementation. At the beginning of the project, local resource persons
identified the geographical location and gave preliminary information about the project to the
farmers. In the initial phase of the project, it was our intention to have representation of farmers of
each part of north gadchiroli region.
2) Targeted MDU Sessions: After selecting the geographical area, we conducted sessions in selected
villages with the help of Mobile Demonstration Unit (MDU). In those sessions, the farmers who
wanted to the part in the project were registered.
3) Interactive Focused Group discussion: Registered farmers were included in the project by
addressing them through a separate session.
4) On field training: Farmers were trained to use Paddy harvester.
5) Input Distribution: SRT frames and Urea Briquette were distributed to motivate farmers to
continue using the technology.
6) On field demonstration: Some farmers were given direct support on the field of SRT Sevak by
actually seeing observing the field.
7) Project Monitoring: Continued monitoring of the project to keep track of project-related metrics
including team performance and task duration, identifying potential problems and taking
corrective actions were done.
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8) Technology introduction: STRC developed Bamboo Seed Spacer and Agri bush cutter cum
harvester to harvest the paddy were introduced as low cost technology
9) Scientific studies: Two studies were conducted namely Growth/Health Monitoring and Preharvest yield estimation to document procedures that will suits local environmental conditions,
increase crop yields and improve farmland productivity.

VII. Technology Introduction
Appropriate rural technology focuses mainly on those technologies which are simple and within
the reach of the ordinary people for their own benefit and their community. Thus, Science and
Technology Resource Centre (STRC) through its Research and Development initiative has
developed Bamboo Seed Spacer that will replace iron frame in SRT. Also, STRC has introduces
technology which is low cost, energy efficient namely Agri bush cutter cum harvester. We have
reached 500 villagers/farmers covering 15 villages from 5 different blocks of Gadchiroli region
to motivate/train rural farmers, to increase their participation in development at grass-root level.
Bamboo made SRT frame: This Bamboo Seed Spacer is manufactured completely out of
bamboo. Current version is foldable and lightweight i.e., 7-8 kg, thus easy to carry from house to
farm. Length and width of the instrument is 1m x 1m while height kept is 80 cm considering ease
of using handles. One-acre land can be covered in just 4 hours as this instrument creates 20 holes
at a time on other hand traditional method used to take 2 days for the same task. Handles, foot rest
and other parts are ergonomically designed to avoid bending and make it user friendly.
Bamboo Seed Spacer can be manufactured using simple hand tools like knife, file and hand drill
machine. Iron frame costs around 1500 rupees whereas Bamboo Seed Spacer can be manufactured
in less than 1000 rupees only.

Brush cutter machine/baffle reapers are used as
harvesters for crops like paddy and wheat in small
lands. This machine is light weighted one easy to
carry and to do work effectively.
Brush cutter cum crop harvester is cost effective
and helpful for small and marginal farmers.
This machine has the fuel consumption
capacity up
to 1000ml depending
on
the
work. Average total weight of this equipment is
7.9 kg so that operator never feels it heavy in
operation.

Brush cutter machine/ Paddy
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VIII. Growth & Health Monitoring
The monitoring of crop growth and performance during developmental stages is an important
aspect of agricultural management. It enables the farmer to implement timely interventions that
ensure optimal yields at the end of the season.
Observations during Growth and health monitoring:
Sr.No.

Name of the Farmer

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

Mahadev Samarth
Ranjit Pal
Ghanshyam Sendure
Dharmu Uikey
Premdas Pandhare
Kisanlal Sahala
Rainlaal Sahala
Santosh Sahala
Padamlal Taram
Mukharu Bambole
Waman Bambole
Satyavan Raut
Arun Lingayat
Lalaji Nagrale
Vasant Khobragale
Eknath Nagrale
Vitthal Chapale
Pandhari Surpam
Vijay Bhalave
Dyaneshwar Bambole
Chinupal Mate
Sunil Barsagade
Suresh Meshram
Subhash Medewar

Variety Used

Height of the Tillering
Crop Condition
plant
(No.)
1010
Tall
10-46
Better
DRK
Tall
40-46
Best
1010
Medium
22-26
Good
1010
Short
8-10
Poor
Hybrid (Raja) Medium
25-30
Best
Sarathi
Medium
22-24
Better
Om-sai
Medium
22-25
Good
1010
Medium
20-25
Better
Kaveri Sona
Medium
25-30
Best
Shabari
Medium
12-15
Good
750
Medium
18-20
Better
Shabari
Medium
18-20
Good
1010
Medium
15-20
Better
DRK
Medium
5-6
Poor
1001
Medium
27-30
Better
6444
Medium
25-30
Better
Jaishrira
Medium
30-35
Better
Shriram
Medium
25-30
Best
Short
10-15
Poor
Sarathi
Short
15-18
Good
Pranali
Medium
15-18
Good
Pranali
Short
15-18
Good
Unable to be estimated due to the flood conditions

Note: Classification categories
Height of the Plant: 1. Tall (160-350 cm) 2. Medium (75-160 cm) 3. Short (below 75 cm)
Tillering: 1. Very High tillering (Above 35 tillers) 2. High tillering (26-36 tillers) 3. Medium
tillering (10-25 tillers) 4. Low tillering (2-10 tillers)

IX. Pre-harvest Yield Estimation
Through analysis of comparative yields, the farmer and/or field staff determined which of the
available rice varieties is best suited to local swamp systems and farming practices. Farmers are
generally very shrewd at estimating yields, but they rarely quantify their estimations into
standardized units of measurement. This section describes a straightforward, quick, and reasonably
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accurate method of yield calculation which will enable the field staff to keep track of local yields for
purposes of comparison and planning.

I.

Farmers’ Estimations

Farmers often developed their own particular system of accounting, generally they know exactly how
each crop yields. Some farmers count the number of bundles harvested, others keep track of numbers
of bags filled, and still others measure in terms of bushels of grain. Whatever the methodology, the
farmer ends up with a pretty good idea of how well the crop yielded, and this information helps in
planning for the future actions.

II. Yield Calculation
Field staff used quantitative and standardized method for yield calculation. Keeping in mind the yield
calculations to be quantitative (expressible in precise numbers) so that actual values may be
compared from swamp to swamp, year to year, variety to variety and method to method
All 23 Farmers’ estimated yield is shown in Fig.1 Showing estimated yield
Calculating yields is a two-step process involving sampling the crop and calculating the yield

i. Sampling the crop
Sampling a crop of rice means measuring the yield of a small fractions of the total crop area. The
sample should be representative of the crop as a whole (i.e., taken from an "average" section, not
from a noticeably lush section, nor from a section in which there has been unusual crop damage).
The sample selected is large enough to be accurate -generally 4m2 is considered satisfactory as
advised by Research Associate, from Saguna Baug. Generally it is considered as 10m2. For ease of
measurement, harvest four "mini-samples of 1m2 each to add up to the total sample of 4m2 for 1
acre, for area less than an acre it should be 2.
Within the crop area to be sampled, pegged out those "mini-samples" of 1m2 each. Taken out all the
panicles within the "mini-samples" and collected them in separate place. Counted the number of
panicles from each of the sample. Randomly selected 5 panicles from each sample to count number
of grains.
Careful threshing of the grain is done followed by Sun-drying the grains for 2-3 days, or until the
moisture content is close to the 14% considered suitable for storage. (It is important that the grains
be well-dried, since undried grains are considerably heavier and will produce inaccurate yield
figures). Winnow out all unfilled grains and carefully weigh the remaining rice.

ii. Calculating the yield
If taken exactly as described above, the sample will contain the yield of 4/2m2 of the total crop area.
Here yields are expressed in terms of qtl/acr (quintal of grain per acre). The problem now is to convert
the yield figures derived from the sample (kg/1m2) into the standard units of measurement (qt./acre).
Since, 1 Acre= 4000m2.
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Therefore, to determine the average crop yield in qtl /acr simply multiply the weight of the sample
by 4000.
Example: Careful sampling of four/two 1m2 "mini-samples" results in







Number of panicles = 300
Dried grain weight = 500gm (average of all four/two samples)
Number of grains = 1000.
Yield from 1m2 = 500gm
Yield from 1acr = (500*4000)/1000=20qtl
Total area considered is 4000m2/1.3 (space left unsown)

Actual Estimation=20qtl/1.3=15.38qtl
STRC had done this Pre-harvest Yield Estimation activity and had recorded following data.
Estimated yield for all 23 SRT farmers is mentioned below:
Farmers’
Estimation (Kg)

Sr.
No

Name of the Farmer

Village

Estimated
Yield (Kg)

Actual Yield
(Kg)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mahadev Samarth
Ranjit Pal
Ghanshyam Sendure
Dharmu Uikey
Premdas Pandhare
Kisanlal Sahala
Rainlaal Sahala
Santosh Sahala

Kotgal
Kotgal
Kurkhela
Kurkhela
Kurkhela
Kurkhela
Kurkhela
Kurkhela

2300
20-22
140-150
400
1700
1200
500
400

2327
23.76
138
492
1730
1440
640
560

2200
23
140
500
1750
1400
600
500

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

Padamlal Taram
Mukharu Bambole
Waman Bambole
Satyavan Raut
Arun Lingayat
Lalaji Nagrale
Vasant Khobragale
Eknath Nagrale
Vitthal Chapale
Pandhari Surpam
Vijay Bhalave
Dyaneshwar Bambole

Kurkhela
Kitali
Kitali
Kitali
Kitali
Nimgaon
Nimgaon
Nimgaon
Nimgaon
Nimgaon
Nimgaon
Suryadongari

80
90
100
200
90-100
10
200-210
150
150
120-130
90

149
98
146
212
100
12
186
120
167
149
80

150
100
140
220
95
9
190
105
160
140
80

21.
22.
23.
24.

Chinupal Mate
Sunil Barsagade
Suresh Meshram
Subhash Melewar

Suryadongari
Suryadongari
Suryadongari
Kotgal

80
100
100
90
98
100
70-80
86
80
Cannot estimated due to the flood conditions
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X.

Growth Impact Analysis

Growth/Health monitoring activity were conducted to discover procedures that will suits to our
environmental conditions, increase crop yields, improve farmland productivity,
to reduce loss due to disease and insects, develop more efficient equipment, and increase overall food
quality.
Rice is the most staple food in eastern Vidarbha, especially in the Gadchiroli region. STRC has
initiated efforts to introduce and popularize Saguna Rice Technique (SRT), an advance agronomy
practice for paddy and other rotation crops to ensure higher yield at a lower input cost. This is to
encourage local farmers to bring in certain behavioral and technical modifications into their
cultivation practices. SRT method calls for following the proper Package of Practice (PoP) and
periodic monitoring of the crop growth at different stages. STRC ensured monitoring of the crop at
three different stages i.e. early tillering, panicle initiation, and matured grain with simple
observations using parameters such as height of the plant and tillage count. Just monitoring biotic
and abiotic factors are not enough and are not the solution to improve the yield of the crop as there
are number of other factors that affect the productivity to a great extent. The collected data provides
information about different environmental factors which in turn helps us to monitor the growth. This
effort resulted in healthier and substantially higher growth of crop as compared to the crops cultivated
through traditional means. Scientific disease and pest management really helps in keeping the crop
pest-free. While monitoring, none of the sites were found infested with diseases and pest.

XI.

Comparative Study
Comparative analysis of SRT and Conventional Rice Method
SRT

Conventional
Permanent raised beds
used to sow the seed

It is convenient to sow at
a distance of 25 * 25 cm
using token yantra.

Planting
in
a
clean
environment using a token
device does not cause illness.

Puddling is used to
transplanting operations

First nursery is raised and
then transplanted

Transplanting
after puddling

done
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Weed control using Goal
herbicides

Weed problem

Fertilizer management: -40%
cost
reduction
with
application
of
urea
briquette@1
tablet/four
plants

Large
amount
of
fertilizer wasted due to
broadcasting

Number of tillers varies
from 40-46

Number of tillers varies
from 15-20

The incidence of diseases
and pests is very low.

There is no need to
plow the land to get a
new crop, just take
another crop on the
same bed

Area under disease and
pest infestation is very
large

After harvesting paddy,
the next crop is planted
by cultivating the land.
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XII.

Farmers Feedback

पद्धतीने भात शेती उत्तम प्रकारे आहे.पाण्याचा चाांगल्या पद्धतीने ननचरा करता येत
असून खचाात ननम्मी घट आहे
--सत्यवान
गोसाई राऊत
SRT पद्धतीने भात शेती ााय्ाची ररी ी असून पुढीी  वर्षी याच पद्धतीने पूर्ा शेती
करर्ार. खचाात ननम्मी घट आहे
-- अरुर् कै ी ास
ली ांगायत
SRT ही पद्धत माझ्यासारी चाांगी ी ररी ी आहे. या पद्धतीमुळे या पावसाळी हांगामात
मी ा इतराांपेक्ष्या चाांगी े उत्पन्न नमळाी े आहे.समोर मी याच बेडवर हरभरा ी ागवड
करर्ार आहे.
-- प्रेमदास सरजू
पांधरे
SRT
ही पद्धत ही उत्तम पद्धत आहे. माझ्याकडे पाण्याची सोय नसल्यामुळे मी ा
त
उत्पादनात वाढ करता आी ी नाही, पर् समोरीी  हांगामात मी २ एकर मध्ये धान शेती
एस.आर.टी. पद्धतीने करर्ार आहे. या पद्धतीमुळे खचा खूप कमी ी ागतो व जागा पर्
भुसभुशीत राहते. ही पद्धत चाांगी ी असल्यामुळे मी या उन्हाळी हांगामात माझ्या दुसऱ्या
शेतात नजथे पाण्याची सोय आहे नतथे गादीवााे करून भाजीपाी ा ी ागवड करर्ार आहे.
--

सांतोर्ष

परधाननया

सहाळा
SRT ही पद्धत उत्तम आहे. जर वााे बननवण्याकररता वेळेवर यांत्र उपी ब्ध झाी े तर
त
पुन्हा सोयीयास्कर होईी .
--

रां नजत

मनहतोर्ष पाी 
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XIII.





















Conclusion

For not having to do puddling, transplanting and hand hoeing, save 30% to 40% cost of
production & not requiring transplanting saves 50% treacherous labour.
Loss of valuable silt (about 20%) during puddling can be prevented thus more fertile land can
be handed over to next generation.
Leaves of rice plants on SRT beds seem to be more broader and head more upwards to sunlight
than their counterparts in conventional method. They are likely to produce more biomass,
means higher yield.
SRT has ability to bring “Vigorous Uniformity” and higher yields in all soil types even in
degraded soils and socio-economic groups.
Hand hoeing is strictly avoided in SRT. Once again this reduces hard work and loosening of
top soil making it vulnerable for washing away.
Today’s recommend dose of fertilizer can be brought down considerably.
SRT insists keeping of roots of previous crop in the raised bed. The root network prevents soil
from cracking and makes it spongier. The same roots become valuable source of organic carbon
which is uniformly distributed and oxygen pathways to root zone of next crop.
The traumatic shock caused to the rice seedlings during transplanting is avoided in SRT. This
reduces possibility of pest & disease problem.
Rice crop gets ready 8-10 days earlier. Also, it saves time required for soil tilling between two
crops. This leaves valuable 10–15 days of crop season for the farmer enabling him to take more
than one crop in the same plot in a year.
SRT is feasible for organic farming method.
Due to excessive water in low-lying plots removing of harvested paddy from the plot for drying
can be avoided with SRT raised beds.
During milling of paddy, SRT will yield higher percentage recovery of grains.
Non-use of heavy agricultural machinery for tilling in field will prevent compaction &
formation of hard pan of lower strata of soil enabling better percolation of water into dipper
soil & permanent establishment of earthworms.
This could be the best solution in natural calamities such as hail storm, floods, cyclones,
untimely rain-storms, etc. because the crop cycle is shortest (NO TILL) and it involves multiple
choices of short-term rotation crops such as pulses, vegetables, onion, sun-flower, groundnuts,
and so on.
Damaged soils can be recovered by SRT, which is caused by lashing, scrubbing & natural
calamities, in quickest possible time.

XIV. Next plan of action
Taking this project as pilot initiative, the same would be open to entry for training and technology
transfer purpose to the pan Gadchiroli. Thus, being a pilot initiative, it can be replicated to the
broader geography with similar package of practice.
The district is having large and backward population which are economically backward so this
initiative will definitely help those people in upliftment, through income generation. In next
13

phase team will try to engage around 100 farmers to the broader geography. An exposure visit
to Saguna Bagh (Ratnagiri District) will be arrange for 20 specific (representatives of all 12
blocks) farmers in the phase II. Also, team plans to introduce two newest technology/tools in the
next phase.

XV. Beneficiaries Details
Sr.No

Name of the Farmer

1.

Mahadev Samarth

Gadchiroli

Kotgal

2.

Ranjit Pal

Gadchiroli

Kotgal

3.

Ghanshyam Sendure

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

4.

Dharmu Uikey

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

5.

Premdas Pandhare

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

6.

Kisanlal Sahala

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

7.

Rainlaal Sahala

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

8.

Santosh Sahala

Kurkhela

Kurkhela

9.
10.

Padamlal Taram
Mukharu Bambole

Kurkhela
Armori

Kurkhela
Kitali

11.

Waman Bambole

Armori

Kitali

12.

Satyavan Raut

Armori

Kitali

13.

Arun Lingayat

Armori

Kitali

14.

Lalaji Nagrale

Dhanora

Nimgaon

15.

Vasant Khobragale

Dhanora

Nimgaon

16.

Eknath Nagrale

Dhanora

Nimgaon

17.

Vitthal Chapale

Dhanora

Nimgaon

18.

Pandhari Surpam

Dhanora

Nimgaon

19.

Vijay Bhalave

Dhanora

Nimgaon

Tehsil

Village

Location

Area Under cultivation
(SRT) (Acr)
N 20.184333
1
E 79.938915
N 20.184317
1
E 79.938968
N 20.634232
0.20
E 80.185937
N 20.623113
1
E 80.202025
N 20.623113
1
E 80.202025
N 20.642451
1
E 80.19435
N 20.642281
0.5
E 80.194931
N 20.643113
0.5
E 80.202025
0.25
N 20.371895
0.25
E 79.991672
N 20.357067
0.20
E 80.021542
N 20.429718
0.25
E 79.993447
N 20.420735
0.50
E 80.01359
N 20.315943
0.074
E 80.192318
N 20.319703
0.12
E 80.191628
N 20.329388
0.12
E 80.20019
N 20.328582
0.12
E 80.1854
N 20.321943
0.12
E 80.193388
N 20.315288
0.074
E 80.193933
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20.

Armori

Suryadongari

21.

Dyaneshwar
Bambole
Chinupal Mate

Armori

Suryadongari

22.

Sunil Barsagade

Armori

Suryadongari

23.

Suresh Meshram

Armori

Suryadongari

24.

Subhash Melewar

Gadchiroli

Kotgal

XVI.

N 20.358945
E 80.025023
N 20.352253
E 80.025978
N 20.357605
E 80.023792
N 20.358078
E 80.02574
N 20.195727
E 79.952352

0.20
0.20
0.15
0.20
0.25

Annexures
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XVII. Glimpse of the Project

Interaction with farmers

Interactive MDU session

Farmer’s field day

Land Preparation

Seed sowing

Seed germination

90-120 DAS

Bed Preparation

25-30 Days crop

Monitoring Visit

Tillers varying from 35-46
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Paddy harvester trials

Crop ready to harvest

Pre-harvest yield estimation

Paddy harvesting

Recovering beds for next crop
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Bed Recovery for next crop

